
 
 

 

 

 

I. Odd one out.  

1.  

A. pretty  

B. handsome  

C. long  

D. cute  

2.  

A. eyes  

B. near  

C. next to  

D. opposite  

3.  

A. motorbike  

B. slim  

C. train  

D. subway  

4.  

A. taxi  

B. swimming pool  

C. park  

D. zoo 

5.  

A. on the left  

B. on the right  

C. in front of  

D. do not enter  

II. Choose the correct answer.  
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1. You can see the book shop ______ the left.  

A. in  

B. on  

C. at   

2. ______ do I get to the zoo?  

A. How  

B. What  

C. Where 

3. I go to the supermarket _____ my mom.  

A. with  

B. about  

C. at  

4. Is your father tall _____ short?  

A. and  

B. like  

C. or  

5. My mother has _________.  

A. traight hair black   

B. hair long  

C. long black hair   

III. Look and read. Choose True or False.  

1.  

       It means “Stop”.  

2.  

   It means “No parking”.  



 

3.  

   It means “Turn right”.  

4.  

    It means “Turn left”.  

5.  

     It means “Turn right”.  

IV. Read and complete. Use the given words. 

hair         has         strong         nice          nose 

My name's Thảo Anh. This is a picture of my brother. He is 15 years old. He is tall and (1) 

_______. He (2) ______ brown eyes and he wears glasses. He has a small (3) _______ and 

small mouth. He has short black (4) ______. I love my brother a lot. He is (5) _______ and 

always takes care of me well.  

V. Rearrange the words to make correct sentences.  

1. is/ The/ park./ behind/ zoo/ the/  

____________________________________________ 

2.  by/ I/ to/ school/ bike./ go/  

____________________________________________ 

3. nose./ have/ My/ doesn’t/ big/ a/ sister 

____________________________________________ 

4.  brother/ and hand some./ is/ My/ tall  

____________________________________________ 

5. mean? / that/ What/ does/ sign 



 
____________________________________________ 

                                                -------------------THE END------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


